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The highly anticipated sequel to the Monsters in the Dark series. 6 SPELLBINDING ~ TITILLATING

~ SENSUAL STARS!!!--Lady Vigilante, Goodreads Reviewer6 STARS- Best book/Best Series of

2013--Hook Me Up Book Blog"All my life, I battled with the knowledge I was twisted... screwed up to

want something so deliciously dark--wrong on so many levels. But then slave fifty-eight entered my

world. Hissing, fighting, with a core of iron, she showed me an existence where two wrongs do

make a right."Tess is Q&apos;s completely. Q is Tess&apos;s irrevocably. But now, they must learn

the boundaries of their unconventional relationship, while Tess seeks vengeance on the men who

sold her. Q made a blood-oath to deliver their corpses at Tess&apos;s feet, and that&apos;s just

what he&apos;ll do.He may be a monster, but he&apos;s Tess&apos;s monster.***R18This is a

story of eroticism, horror, and sweet tragedy. It contains graphic scenes, but there&apos;s always

light in the darkness.(116,000 words)
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Darkness and light...pain and pleasure...misery and euphoria...life and death...Q and Tess have



been through all this but it's as complex a tale as their fuckupedness together...but can they

recapture what others vowed to destroy? This book answers that question with the perfect plot line

for these imperfect souls who are not only opposites and what the other desires but more alike than

even they know. Tess was destroyed...obliterated and left as a breathing tomb of destruction. Q was

destroyed in his world of business and a heart he didn't even know he possessed was shattered

into fragments as tiny and cold as falling snow...burying him in an avalanche of pain and loss. But

can he bring the light and life back to Tess and allow his beast to thaw from it's frozen state and

breathe life and passion back into his shattered soul? This book has the answers and you WANT to

read it...you NEED to know just as much as Q and Tess need to know...and you'll be forever

changed and marked by this unforgettable story!!

My Thoughts 5+ Stars this is Off The ChartsAfter Reading Tears of Tess I knew I was addicted to

Pepper Winters writing. Her writing is dark,beautiful and oh so poetic. Quintessentially Q picks up

roughly 4 days after Tears of Tess let's off and grips you by the heart and does not let go. Just when

you think Q and Tess will get there happily ever after it is ripped away.Tess is a heroine with a

broken past and possibly a broken future. After being kidnapped again by the same sadistic people

who took her the first time. Q will stop at nothing to get her back but what will that do to Q? Pepper

delivers a book of intense dark and traumatic situations and leaves your heart flayed open and

needing to know what will the future hold for Q and Tess?Q and Tess are 2 Monsters that seem to

survive and feed off the dark. They fill the need in each other but in the light they are as one. When

Q failed to save Tess from the evils of his life he will jeopardize his life and fortune to save her, but

is that enough?Q is a man of mystery one that society and even himself deems to be a monster but

to Tess he is her soul. Together they where made for each other. Born into darkness and created by

the life he was born into. Q will do everything in his power not to become like his father.I am

completely in awe of the writing prowess that Pepper Winters posses. She has set the bar so high

that none have managed to top or even meet it yet. Quintessentially Q is filled with happiness,

horror, sorrow, and twist and turns that will leave youThere is so much I want to say but I refuse to

leave spoilers all I will say is go now and add this amazing series to your TBR Pile.

5 Stars is not enough for this book!!This book picks up right where Tears of Tess left off. And let me

tell you, a lot of crazy, wtf things happen in this book. Quintessentially Q takes you on one heck of

journey/emotional ride. This book is dark, intense, gritty and not your typical romance. There was

many times when I had to take a break because of the intensity, but I couldn't break for long



because I had to know what happened next.I loved that this book was told from both Q and Tess'

pov. I felt like I understood Q so much more. This is not in any way an easy read, but it so well

written and so worth reading. And the epilogue........It was so perfect. It made everything that Q and

Tess had to endure, worth it. I can not wait to see what the next book will bring!!!

SUMMER'S BOOK BLOGQuintessentially Q takes place after Tears of Tess and is written with

alternating points of view so the reader gets to know what Q and Tess are feeling and doing. I

personally love alternating points of view, it adds more depth to the story to see how different

situations are affecting both characters and it was perfect for this particular story. This novel is very

dark, full of agony, horrors and gut wrenching sadness, if you want something sweet and lovey this

is not that book. This book is full of pain, the author delves into the true darkness of sex trafficking, it

is written beautifully and the terror will leap of the pages and grab you. Q and Tess's relationship is

dark, intensely passionate and full of a twisted sort of love. "You'll never be free of me. I'll never be

free of you. It's fate who decides, and fate gave us to each other." Q spends alot of time fearing his

darkness, he is afraid of how far he will go if he lets the beast free but Tess pushes him to open up

to her. He finally has a chance to be happy, to get rid of the loneliness he didn't know existed and

he is terrified. The reader will make a much more intense connection with Q in this novel, I loved

him in the first one but this story takes that love and multiplies it. He is one of the most damaged,

dark, complex and intriguingly beautiful characters I have ever had the pleasure of reading.

Everything about him and everything he does for Tess in this story is heartbreakingly perfect and

beautiful. Each character is perfectly developed and complements each other and the story, filling in

the details and adding depth. Pepper Winters has definitely written one of the most captivating,

intense and dark plot lines I have ever encountered. Her ability to paint a vivid picture, especially

one so terrifying, is unparalleled.Every scene of this novel is so descriptive and detailed that the

reader will not be able to get it out of their head. The author is also excellent at throwing in shocking

twists, this story seems to be going one way and in a horrifying turn of events everything changes

and the reader is pulled in for the ride of their life. This story picks you up, spins you around and

when it is done you are not the same, the characters and plot will mark your soul. The ending is not

a cliffhanger but leaves a perfect opening for the third book in the series. I cannot wait to see what

else is going to happen and I can honestly say that I will look forward to every book Pepper Winters

writes.Quintessentially Q is the second book in the Monsters in the Dark series by Pepper Winters,

Tears of Tess must be read first in order to understand this story. Q and Tess belong to each other,

there is no doubt about that. Q has spent his entire life battling the darkness in himself but then



Tess came into his life and changed everything. Their darkness complements each other, they have

found their true selves within the boundaries of their crazy, twisted relationship. They are each

others Monster in the Dark but fate may have other plans for them, such darkness may not deserve

to live happily ever after.
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